
10.21.11   Team Talk – Team Resource Management 

 Question from Team Member “M””: I have a question for you..... 

 For a general practice our size, seeing 17-25 pts a day with a patient base of 1200, how many 

team members are ideal for covering front desk, insurance, billing, treatment and new patient 

coordination, and administrative?  In other words, everything but clinical duties. 

Answer from Deb: It’s typically not the patient base that is the issue when it comes to trying to 

decide if you need another team member.  I always encourage clients to look at other systemic 

factors before they start down the hiring bunny trail.  Some things to consider are; 

1. Scheduling – with a base of 1200, a practice can easily have one team member if they are 

using a blocked scheduling system,  where larger cases are in the morning and the low 

production, higher volume are in the afternoon.  If there isn’t a system, frequently the 

practice may be forced to increase the size of the team. 

2. Technical training and sales – team members can only schedule what the doctor and 

hygienists sell.  In a general practice selling comprehensive care keeps the volume and 

team size down. 

3. Organization – adding team members to a practice is fine if the current situation isn’t 

working.  However, many practices are overstaffed because they attempt to solve 

management problems with staffing solutions.  Taking a few hours out of production time 

to examine areas of inefficiency is cheaper than taking on another salary. 

4. Administrative Time – to complete some of the administrative tasks (insurance, 

collections etc) many smaller staffed practices schedule time away from patient care time 

to focus on these tasks.   

5. Hygiene – a practice that has an adult prophy driven (80% prophys on the schedule) 

practice, is often forced into having two people at the front desk.   Prophy driven 

practices are expensive and can be difficult to manage with one person.  



6. Patient education and selection – practices that review and refine their management 

systems tend to have smaller teams.   Effective management systems influence behavior, 

grow desirable behaviors and reduce undesirable ones. If a practice hasn’t refined its 

systems or patient screening process, often they need to hire more staff. Nothing will 

suck the life out of practice faster than difficult patients that waste a team’s time and 

energy. 

 Suggestion: Monitor your calls. Patients that are educated are not as demanding 

as the uneducated ones. In the practices that are highly organized and effective, 

the phones are generally quiet. The patients know about their investment, value 

their treatment, rarely move their appointments, and respect the doctor. If you 

have a high volume of calls coming in you probably have some opportunities to 

improve your management systems.  

7. Disease – practices that are in start up, maturity, or decline tend to have less disease to 

treat.  Therefore they may require more than one team member at the front desk due to 

the increase in single tooth care and insurance processing.     

8. Insurance - how many plans you accept determines how many team members are needed.  

If a practice wants to have one team member, they need to implement effective strategies 

for slowly reducing their insurance dependency.  

9. Exam process - hygiene driven exam systems (patient sees hygienist first) create the 

behavior of accepting single tooth care and more insurance dependency.   This choice 

almost always guarantees the need for additional team members. 

10. Team Development – teams who don’t work on the business or their development almost 

always increase in size.  Staff meetings are essential for improving profitability, 

minimizing waste, and develop employee talent.   

I once listened to a consultant give the advice of “when you increase your production by 

$30,000.00 you need to add another team member.”  My response was “Holy pickles that’s 

really dumb advice.”  I have worked with many practices that kept the same team while 

growing their business. Follow the consultant’s advice and all you will end up doing is chasing 

the overhead. Everyone loves that game don’t they?  

The practices that tend to have significant growth are always the ones who make continuous, 

healthy, systemic changes to their organization. I coach clients to take the time to look at their 

entire business for areas of opportunity before they hire another employee.  Not that adding 

another employee isn’t the right choice, just make certain that; 

 “You are not trying to solve a management problem with a staffing solution.”   

 

 

Questions or feedback? Email me at deb.hewitt@cox.net 
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